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Abstract: The distribution and sentiment characteristics of tourists directly reflect the state of tourism
development, and are an important reference for tourists to choose scenic areas. Sensing the tourist
distributions and their sentiment variations can provide decision support for the development
planning of scenic areas. In this study, we crawled tourist social media data to explore tourist
distribution characteristics and the patterns of tourist sentiment variations. First, we used web
crawlers to obtain social media data (tourist comment data) and the location data of China’s 5A scenic
areas from the Ctrip tourism platform. Second, SnowNLP (Simplified Chinese Text Processing) was
optimized and used to classify the sentiment of tourists’ comments and calculate the sentiment value.
Finally, we mined the distribution characteristics of tourists in 5A scenic areas and the spatio-temporal
variations in tourists’ sentiments. The results show that: (1) There is a negative correlation between
the number of tourists to China’s 5A scenic areas and tourist sentiment: the number of tourists is
highest in October and lowest in March, while tourist sentiment is highest in March and lowest
in October. (2) The spatio-temporal distribution of tourists has obvious aggregation: temporally
mainly in July, August and October, spatially mainly in the Yangtze River Delta city cluster, Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei city cluster, and Guanzhong Plain city cluster. (3) Tourist sentiment cold/hot spots
vary significantly by city clusters: the Yangtze River Delta city cluster is always a sentiment hot spot;
the northern city cluster has more sentiment cold spots; the central city cluster varies significantly
during the year; the southwestern city cluster has more sentiment hot spots.

Keywords: tourist sentiments; scenic areas; 5A; social media; city clusters

1. Introduction

As a strategic and pillar industry in China’s economic system, it has become an impor-
tant mission for the tourism sector to vigorously promote the high-quality development
of tourism [1,2]. Hence, the focus of current research is on how to improve the quality
of tourism development. The sentiment evaluation of tourists, as well as the number of
tourists, is an important measure of the development quality of scenic areas, and master-
ing their distribution characteristics and variations can provide decision support for the
development of scenic areas and enhance their service quality and management level [3].
Accordingly, how to capture tourists’ sentiment and tourist distribution has become a
difficult point of research at present.

The traditional methods to obtain comments on tourism mainly include questionnaires
and interviews. The information collected by traditional methods is relatively accurate, but
the richness and quantity of information are limited [4]. Specifically, due to the question
of personal privacy, the answers of investigators are often reserved, which implies some
limitations for the credibility of the collected information [5].

With the development of social media, more and more people are posting their com-
ments on travel platforms, which provides an opportunity to perceive the sentiments and
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behavior of tourists [6–8]. Tourists generally cannot judge the scenery and service level of
scenic areas in advance before they visit them, while the comments made by other tourists
online are a more independent and trustworthy source of information than traditional
questionnaires and other information [9,10]. Furthermore, tourists can select scenic areas
and make itinerary arrangements through online comments [11,12]. Tourism platforms
contain huge amounts of spatio-temporal data and unstructured text data. This provides
a data basis for collecting temporal and spatial information about tourists, quantitatively
analyzing their sentiments and thus summarizing overall patterns. Hence, sensing tourists’
sentiments and distributions from this huge quantity of data has become a hot topic
of research.

Currently, there is an increasing number of studies that mine tourist comments for sen-
timent analysis, which in turn provides decision support for tourism development [13,14].
Cong and He studied the sentimental features of tourists to wildlife-tourism and scenic
areas to inform the management and marketing of scenic areas [15]. Dang et al. investigated
the elements that influence tourists’ pro-environmental behavior to promote the sustainable
development of the destination by analyzing the sentimental interaction and sentimental
association between tourists and the destination [16]. Bruno et al. examined the charac-
teristics of tourism development in Baribamako by analyzing social media comments [17].
Taecharungroj and Mathayomchan evaluated comments on tourist attractions in Koh Phrae,
Thailand, to assist administrators of scenic areas in enhancing their allure [18]. Baniya et al.
examined tourists’ visits to Angkor Wat in Cambodia to assist managers in developing
diverse marketing and management actions [19].

The above studies focus on the sentimental analysis of tourists’ comments, but limited
studies explore tourists’ sentiments and distributions at a spatio-temporal level. At the
same time, most of the sentiment analysis focuses on individual scenic areas or regional
scenic areas’ tourist comments, with relatively little research on tourist sentiment at the
national level. More specially, focusing on a small-scale scope generally, there is a lack of
research related to all-region tourism. City clusters are an important initiative to promote
the coordinated development of regional tourism [20,21]. Analyzing the characteristics of
the tourism industry at the level of city clusters and outlining the blueprint for tourism
development from a regional perspective may be a new way to achieve integrated regional
tourism management and high-quality development of tourism in the whole region [22].

Thus, under the background of all-region tourism: What will be the spatio-temporal
characteristics of tourists? How will variations in tourists’ sentiments occur in terms of
spatio-temporal patterns? Taking the tourists of China’s 5A scenic areas as an example, we
explored the distribution characteristics of tourists and the variation patterns of tourists’
sentiment, in order to provide references and suggestions for regional tourism development
to promote the high-quality development of China’s all-area tourism.

The main contributions of this study are as follows: To classify the sentiment of
tourists’ comments. We optimized the SnowNLP sentiment classification method to im-
prove the classification accuracy. Secondly, we used web crawlers to obtain more than
560,000 pieces of tourist information on China’s 5A scenic areas on the Ctrip travel plat-
form from 2007–2021. This includes information such as tourist comments, scenic POI,
and tourist comment time, which provides a rich database for this study and subsequent
studies. Finally, the spatio-temporal characteristics of tourists’ sentiments in China’s 5A
scenic areas are mined at a macroscopic scale, which can reflect the changing characteristics
of tourists’ sentiments on a macroscopic scale.

2. Related Work
2.1. Research Related to Scenic Areas

Numerous studies in China have focused on the spatial analysis of the distribution of
scenic areas at the provincial or national level using GIS methods; Qiu, Yuanhong, et al.
examined the spatial and temporal dynamics of the distribution of A-class scenic areas in
Guizhou Province, China, to develop a regulatory mechanism for tourism development,
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thereby promoting the high-quality development of the tourism industry [23]. Liu Min et al.
investigated the spatial distribution of A-class scenic areas and their influencing elements
in Shanxi Province, China, to promote the healthy and stable growth of tourism in Shanxi
Province [24]. Zhang Hong et al. investigated the geographic structural characteristics and
influencing factors of 5A scenic areas in China [25], whereas Yuan Cheng et al. investigated
the spatial distribution of 5A scenic areas in China and their economic consequences [26].
These studies investigate the spatial and temporal organization of scenic areas to inform
the high-quality development of scenic areas and tourism. The growth of a landscape is
inextricably linked to its tourist resources and its managers’ planning strategies. Compared
to studies on the distribution of tourism resources, examining the emotional features of
tourists is a more efficient strategy to inform managers’ decisions when promoting the
growth of scenic areas.

García-Palomares et al. investigated the distribution patterns of tourism in key Eu-
ropean cities, noting the high concentration of tourism in each city in other countries [27].
Gaładyk et al. studied the association between campgrounds and tourism attractiveness in
Western Australia [28]. It is stated that the majority of camping tourism occurs in heavily
crowded urban areas, but that the Kimberley Highlands, with its exceptional natural envi-
ronment, has the greatest tourism appeal. Moreover, a substantial number of studies have
examined the mood of single-site comments to drive site development [18,19].

2.2. Research Related to Tourism Social Media

With the rapid development of the ‘tourism internet,’ a large quantity of tourist
comments and information related to tourist scenic areas provides strong data support for
tourism development research. Many potential tours will develop travel itineraries based
on these comments before traveling to assist in travel decision making [29,30]. Usually,
most of these data appear in the form of text and images on major social media platforms.
This information usually expresses tourists’ opinions, suggestions and satisfaction with the
scenic areas concerned, thus providing an effective reference for further improvement of
the quality and services of the scenic areas [9]. At present, several scholars have conducted
relevant studies on social media messages in scenic areas and explored their applications
from different aspects. Xiao et al. used photo big data as a driver for a quantitative
destination image-analysis strategy, differentiated marketing frameworks and used photo
visual content to analyze the perception of a destination [31]. Liang et al. studied the
development of vernacular tourism based on the perspective of consumer satisfaction [32].
Hsieh et al. used check-in record data to make travel-route recommendations [33].

2.3. Research Related to Sentiment Analysis

Attitude categorization is the process of analyzing a text to determine if the opinion is
“agreeable” or “disagreeable,” or whether the sentiment is “positive” or “negative” [34].
In recent years, researchers have employed three primary analytical methods to analyze
the sentiment tendency of visitors’ commentary texts: sentiment-lexicon-based methods,
machine-learning-based methods, and deep-learning-based methods [35,36]. Sentiment
lexicon techniques are simple to comprehend, utilize enormous amounts of data and
can produce outstanding results, but they always have a lexical “border,” are not very
portable and timely, and can be laborious [37]. The machine learning approach does not
rely on manual building, saves labor, and permits the rapid use of databases to update
vocabulary, but machine learning relies on manual sequence annotation, which does not
make full use of context and decreases accuracy [38,39]. Deep learning may make full use
of contextual information, retaining the previous and following sequence of utterances
to achieve sentiment classification and various meanings of words, using multi-layer
neural networks, extracting data features, and displaying superior learning performance;
nevertheless, it requires vast amounts of data to support, and the method takes a long time
to train and develop, and the deeper the depth, the longer it takes [40,41]. Currently, the
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majority of studies on the sentiment analysis of tourist comments in Chinese scenic areas
employ SnowNLP [42].

3. Research Area, Data Sources, and Research Framework
3.1. Research Area

As a leading tourist destination, China’s tourism industry has become a foundation of
the national economy [43]. With the transition of China’s economy from rapid to quality
development, the growing demand for quality life, the annual increase in disposable money
and the gradual improvement of the vacation system, an increasing number of residents are
opting to travel to enhance their quality of life [1]. Moreover, 5A is the highest level of scenic
areas in China, as well as the business card of regional tourist development, indicating the
degree of regional tourism growth and being representative and typical [44,45]. Hence, we
examined the tourists’ sentiments using the example of 5A scenic areas in China.

There were 306 5A scenic areas by the end of 2021 in China (Figure 1), distributed
over 201 cities on the Chinese mainland. The Yangtze River Delta city cluster contains
the most scenic areas (60), followed by the Middle Yangtze River city cluster (28), Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei city cluster (23), and Chengdu-Chongqing city cluster (18), among others.
Supporting regional tourism from the perspective of city clusters can assist in redressing
the regional tourism development imbalance, thereby promoting the high-quality growth
of tourism in all regions. Therefore, we examined and analyzed the big city clusters that
feature an abundance of scenic areas.
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3.2. Data Sources

The list of scenic areas was compiled by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the
People’s Republic of China, and the tourist comment data were gathered via the Ctrip
tourism platform. The National Standard for the Classification and Evaluation of Quality
Grades of Scenic Areas (GB/T17775-2003) categorizes the quality grades of scenic areas
into five categories: 5A, 4A, 3A, 2A and 1A. Our research sample included 5A scenic
areas in China from 2007 to 2021. We chose the number of 5A scenic areas listed on
the official website of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the People’s Republic of
China in 2021 as the benchmark, given that several scenic areas were rejected from the
5A classification during the development process (306 5A scenic areas). The Ctrip travel
platform is the industry standard in China’s travel-booking sector, constantly ranking first
in terms of commercial value in the online travel-booking market [46]. It has a huge user
base, positive online ratings from tourists and online information that matches the basic
situation of tourists.

We crawled the tourist comments under each 5A scenic area on the Ctrip platform
through a web crawler, and the acquired tourist comments were stored according to the
classification of scenic areas. Firstly, during the process of gathering ratings for scenic areas,
some of the scenic areas contained numerous attractions, and the comments on the Ctrip
platform were separated by attractions. Thus, we put together comments on attractions
in the same scenic area. Secondly, because the number of ratings for some attractions is
low, they cannot accurately reflect the actual state of the attractions. Thus, we eliminated
the scenic areas with fewer than 50 comments. As the subject of this study is Chinese
comments, a few foreign language comments were filtered out to confirm the correctness of
the sentiment categorization, and Chinese was used exclusively for the study. Finally, we
collected around 570,000 legitimate comments from 296 scenic areas with tourist comments.
Each data point consists of a scenic ID, comment text, scenic coordinates and comment
time (Table 1).

Table 1. Example of study sample data.

Comment Text Name of the Scenic Area Scenic POI Time

“The view was so beautiful that I didn’t expect it
to rain on the mountain . . . ” Black Valley 115.817318, 28.660664 14 August 2021

“Well worth going, picturesque, natural oxygen
bar . . . ” Yinxu 116.003495, 28.703978 21 July 2021

“Now, in fact, the admission fee is still quite
expensive . . . ” Mount Huangshan 115.979817, 28.687144 23 March 2020

3.3. Research Framework

We collected the list of China’s 5A scenic areas from 2007 to 2021 from the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism of the People’s Republic of China’s website. We then utilized a web
crawler to obtain the relevant information on China’s 5A scenic areas on the Ctrip travel
platform, including the spatial coordinates of each area and the information from tourists’
comments. Third, the word-splitter of SnowNLP and the corpus were adjusted to enhance
the sentiment classification effect of SnowNLP, and the optimized SnowNLP was utilized
to categorize the sentiment of tourist comments. Fourth, we analyzed two aspects: tourists’
spatio-temporal distribution and tourists’ sentiment variations. Finally, the results of the
investigation are used to make development recommendations for scenic areas (Figure 2).
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4. Methods
4.1. Sentiment Classification Based on SnowNLP

SnowNLP is a Chinese natural-language-processing tool based on a Bayesian model,
which allows sentiment analysis of text based on its processing capabilities for Chinese
text [42,47]. The plain Bayesian approach is based on the joint probability between words
and categories, and the classification is based on known prior and conditional probabilities
to calculate the posterior probabilities. The formula is as follows.

P(Ci |W 1, W2, W3, . . . Wn) =
P(W1, W2, W3, . . . Wn |C i)× P(Ci)

P(W1, W2, W3, . . . Wn)
, i = 0, 1 (1)

where the random event Ci denotes the probability that the sample is sentiment positive or
negative for class C, and Wn denotes the probability that a particular feature word W occurs
in the test sample. In defining the sentiment as positive and negative for each utterance,
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the sentiment probability value is obtained by multiplying the calculated prior probability
P(Ci) by the conditional probability of each of its attribute feature words, respectively.

The corpus of the original SnowNLP sentiment classification module is not classified
for tourist attraction reviews. At the same time, the poor effectiveness of the word splitter
within it in the process of word splitting leads to a decrease in the accuracy of the final
sentiment classification [42]. Jieba is a good Chinese word splitter at present, supporting
simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese word splitting, as well as a custom lexicon.
Hence, we trained the corpus of tourist comments on SnowNLP’s Bayesian model to obtain
a tourist-specific corpus and combined the Jieba split with the SnowNLP sentiment analysis
model to classify the sentiment of tourist comments (Figure 3).
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Finally, we used the improved SnowNLP sentiment classification model to classify the
sentiment of visitor-review texts, and the probability values [0, 1] output from the model
were used as the sentiment score, where the closer the value is to 1, the more positive the
comment sentiment is, and the closer it is to 0, the more negative the comment sentiment
is [48]. The sentiment values of tourists’ comments are used as the database for subsequent
quantitative analysis of tourists’ sentiment.

4.2. Spatial Analysis Methods

To investigate the spatial distribution characteristics of tourists’ trips to 5A scenic areas
in China, we used kernel density as well as standard deviation ellipse analysis to conduct
the study.

(1) Kernel density analysis method. Kernel density reflects the number of distribution
of point elements in a certain area, the overall distribution and the area of aggregated
distribution. In this study, China’s 5A scenic areas are used as point data, and the distribu-
tion characteristics of scenic areas that tourists tend to visit are analyzed by analyzing the
distribution of scenic areas and the nuclear density of popular scenic areas. The theoretical
formula of nuclear density is as follows:

fn(x) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

k(
x− X1

h
) (2)

where: k( ) is called the kernel function; h > 0, the bandwidth; and (x− X1) denotes the
distance from scenic area x to event X1.

(2) Standard deviation ellipse (SDE). The standard deviation ellipse (SDE) can reflect
the spatial distribution characteristics of the study elements and the variations in the spatial
distribution and patterns of the study elements from multiple perspectives [17]. By using
the method of standard deviation ellipse, the specific parameters of the standard deviation
ellipse of the distribution of 5A scenic areas and the spatial distribution of tourists in China
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are measured, and the spatial distribution characteristics of tourists in 5A scenic areas in
China are further derived.

4.3. Cold Hot Pattern Mining

A spatio-temporal cube model expresses spatial location with two-dimensional planes
and uses three-dimensional graphics to display the evolution pattern of geographic phe-
nomena or scalars with location attributes over time, which has the advantage of intuitively
expressing complex geographic phenomena, and the corresponding cross-sectional states
can be obtained given a time node and have been applied in fields such as hand, foot and
mouth disease and traffic congestion [49].

We combine the spatio-temporal cube model and the spatio-temporal hot spot analysis
method, which can not only visually analyze the spatial trends of tourists’ hot spots
and cold spots in a geographic space, but also discover the temporal changes of tourists’
sentiments, so as to detect the spatio-temporal distribution characteristics of cases and their
evolutionary laws by using visual analysis methods.

To better detect the changing patterns of tourists’ sentiment in the spatio-temporal
domain, we first aggregated tourist sentiment data from 5A scenic areas in China to
construct a spatio-temporal cube. Second, spatio-temporal hot spot analysis was performed
to uncover hot- and cold-spot patterns and geographically localized; statistically significant
anomalies that emerged over time. The final step involved mining the spatio-temporal hot
spot patterns of monthly variations in tourist sentiment [50,51].

(1) Space-time cube. A time-step-dependent hexagonal grid is used to generate spatial-
temporal cubes. Each cube cell has a fixed position, and the sentiment value of each cube
is calculated by averaging the sentiment values of all tourists within its spatio-temporal
range [52]. Some grids may have a count of zero data points across all time steps, and
the spatio-temporal bars of these grids will not be included in the spatio-temporal pattern
analysis.

(2) Spatio-temporal hot spot detection. The principle is to measure the intensity of
clustering of high or low values of local sentiment attributes with the help of the Getis-Ord
Gi spatio-temporal statistic [53]. It is calculated as follows:

Gi
∗ =

∑n
j=1 wijxj − x ∑n

j=1 wij

s

√
n ∑n

j=1 w2
ij−
(

∑n
j=1 wij

)2

n−1

(3)

where: x =
∑n

j=1 xj
n ; S =

√
∑n

j=1 x2
j

n − x2;xj is the attribute value of the spatio-temporal
neighboring element j; wij is the spatio-temporal weight between element i and j; and n
is the total value of neighboring elements. When the statistical result of Gi

∗ is positive
and significant, its higher value indicates a tighter clustering of high sentiment values (hot
spots); when the result of Gi

∗ is negative and significant, its lower value indicates a tighter
clustering of low sentiment values (cold spots).

(3) Local outlier analysis. Local outlier analysis identifies significant clusters and
outliers in the data. Statistically significant clusters and outliers in the spatio-temporal
environment are calculated by finding locations within the study area that are statistically
different from their neighbors in time and space and are the spatio-temporal manifestation
of the local Anselin local Moran’s I statistic [54]. Spatio-temporal pattern mining uses the
neighborhood distance and neighborhood time-step parameters to estimate the spatio-
temporal implementation of Anselin local Moran’s I statistic for each cubic bar, containing
six detection results of no significance, high-high clustering, high-low clustering, low-high
clustering, low-low clustering, and multiple types [55].

(4) Spatial-temporal pattern mining of hot spots. Using the spatio-temporal pattern
variation trend of tourist sentiment in cold/hot spots and the Mann–Kendall statistical
approach, the spatio-temporal variation trend of cold/hot spots in scenic areas is presented
graphically on a map. Using spatio-temporal hot spot analysis not only identifies hot- and
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cold-spot clusters at various spatio-temporal scenic areas, but also captures the variation
patterns of these clusters over time, including a total of eight categories of hot- or cold-spot-
variation patterns, such as consecutive, intensifying, persistent, diminishing, sporadic, new,
oscillating and historical [50].

We utilized the geographical coordinates of the scenic areas as the base of the spatio-
temporal cube and time as the vertical coordinate to represent the variations in the sentiment
of scenic area tourists over time in that area. To investigate the intra-year spatio-temporal
fluctuations in tourist sentiment at 5A scenic areas in China, a spatio-temporal cube for
tourist sentiment by month was created. Simultaneously, a spatio-temporal hot-spot
analysis tool was utilized to study spatio-temporal hot spot patterns of tourist sentiment in
various months. Since our tourist comment data are point data based on the location of
scenic areas, we create spatio-temporal cubes by aggregating points. We take into account
the differences in the number of scenic areas in different regions and the changes in tourist
sentiment explored by month. We selected a k-nearest neighbor spatial relationship with a
spatial neighborhood of 8 scenic areas as the spatial unit of spatio-temporal hot spots, and
in time, we chose a 7-day tourism cycle as the time unit to probe the spatio-temporal hot-
and cold-spot patterns of monthly tourist sentiment.

5. Results
5.1. SnowNLP Sentiment Classification Check

To examine the accuracy of the model’s sentiment classification, SnowNLP and
SnowNLP supplemented with Jieba were exposed to sentiment classification tests. The
categorization samples utilized the same corpus of 500 positive and 500 negative tourist
comments that had been manually tagged. Four metrics, including accuracy, precision,
recall and F1, were also utilized to evaluate the classification efficacy of the model (Table 2).
Precision reflects the proportion of samples with a true positive (negative) sentiment ten-
dency among those determined by the classifier as a positive (negative) sentiment tendency;
recall reflects the proportion of correctly determined positive (negative) sentiment tendency
samples to the total positive (negative) sentiment tendency samples, and accurately reflects
the classifier’s ability to determine the entire sample. The accuracy rate and precision of
SnowNLP paired with Jieba subscripts are both higher than those of SnowNLP in terms of
the final classification findings. The optimized SnowNLP classification result reaches 89%,
which can basically discriminate the sentiment polarity of tourists’ comments correctly and
can classify the sentiment of the comment corpus for this study.

Table 2. Accuracy of sentiment classification.

Classification Method Accuracy Category Precision Recall F1

SnowNLP 0.83
Negative 0.74 0.90 0.81
Positive 0.92 0.78 0.84

Optimized SnowNLP 0.89
Negative 0.85 0.92 0.88
Positive 0.93 0.86 0.89

5.2. Tourist Distribution Characteristics and Sentiment Variations
5.2.1. Timing Analysis

The number of tourist comments and the sentimental polarity can indicate the pop-
ularity and trendiness of scenic areas. Figure 4a depicts the variations in the number of
5A scenic areas in China from 2007 to 2021, as well as the associated remarks regarding
5A scenic areas on the Ctrip travel platform. The number of 5A scenic areas stayed steady
between 2007 and 2010, and after 2010, the number of 5A scenic areas increased annually
in China. In comparison to the number of scenic areas, the number of tourist comments
was low before 2013 and has since climbed dramatically.
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To examine monthly variations in the popularity and tourist sentiment of China’s
5A scenic areas, we tracked the number of comments and sentiment values of China’s 5A
scenic areas each month (Figure 4b). January had the lowest number of tourists’ comments,
accounting for 4.49 percent, while October had the largest number, accounting for 16.52 per-
cent, indicating an overall tendency of progressive growth within the month. The highest
tourist sentiment rating was recorded in March, at 0.81, and the lowest was recorded in
October, at 0.76, indicating a declining monthly trend. The correlation coefficient between
the number of comments and sentiment value for each month was −0.885, with a p-value
(i.e., significance) of less than 0.01, indicating that the number of comments was negatively
correlated with sentiment value, which decreased as the number of tourists increased.

July, August and October were the months with the greatest amount of comments.
The p-value (i.e., significance) for comparing the number of comments in July, August and
October to the other months was 0.01 < 0.05, suggesting that the number of comments in
these three months was substantially higher than in the other months. In contrast, January,
March and December were the months with the greatest sentiment values. The p-value
(i.e., significance) for comparing the sentiment values of January, March and December
to those of the other months was 0.06 > 0.05, showing that these three months’ sentiment
values were not substantially different from those of the other months.

In summary, the number of tourists to the scenic areas is negatively correlated with
tourist sentiment, with tourist sentiment values decreasing as the number of tourists in-
creases; concurrently, July, August and October are the most popular months for tourists
to the scenic area, whereas January, March and December have the highest tourist senti-
ment values.

5.2.2. Spatial Analysis

We did a comparative analysis of the distribution of 5A scenic areas and the nuclear
density of tourist evaluations to determine the spatial tourism hot spots (Figure 5a). The
majority of China’s 5A scenic areas are located in the Yangtze River Delta, Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei, and Pearl River Delta metropolitan clusters, according to the report. The Yangtze
River Delta city cluster is the high-density core area, whereas the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
and Pearl River Delta city clusters are sub-density core areas. The tourist passion varies
among the scenic areas, with those with more comments having a greater zeal. The five
tourist areas with the most comments are the Palace Museum in Beijing (144,000), the
Oriental Pearl Radio and TV Tower in Shanghai (132,000), the Shanghai Safari Park (92,000)
and the Terracotta Warriors and Horses Museum in Xi’an (90,000). (86,000). For nuclear
density analysis, we weighted the number of tourist evaluations of China’s 5A scenic areas
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(Figure 5b): the popular scenic areas are primarily situated in the Yangtze River Delta city
cluster, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster and the Guanzhong Plain city cluster. The
Yangtze River Delta and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city clusters are the high-density core areas,
whereas the Guanzhong Plain city cluster is the low-density core area.
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Figure 5. Spatial information on the distribution of scenic areas (a) and tourists (b) (kernel density
and standard deviation ellipse).

To further investigate the distinctive characteristics of tourist distribution, we per-
formed a standard deviation ellipse analysis on scenic-area and tourist distributions
(Figure 5) and determined the important parameters of the standard deviation ellipse
(Table 3). It was discovered that the standard deviation ellipse of scenic distribution and
the standard deviation ellipse of tourists differed significantly in shape and area: the center
of the scenic distribution ellipse was located near Zhenping County in Henan Province,
while the center of the tourists’ ellipse was located near Suixian County in Hubei Province,
with a straight-line distance of 196.18 km between the two places. The difference be-
tween the long semi-axis value and the distinction between the scenic distribution ellipse
and the tourist distribution ellipse is clear: the scenic distribution ellipse stretches in
the northwest–southeast direction, whereas the tourist distribution ellipse extends in the
northeast–southwest direction.

Table 3. Landscape distribution and tourist distribution standard deviation ellipse parameters.

Directional Distribution CenterX CenterY XstdDist YstdDist Area
(Polyhedron)

scenic areas
Number of comments

124.897 38.799 1834.248 1499.629 17,195,492.797
126.538 38.185 1482.034 1268.155 11,749,068.049

Compared to the distribution of scenic areas, the geographical distribution of tourists
is tilted toward the east and grouped to a lesser extent, mostly in the Yangtze River Delta
city cluster, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster and the Guanzhong Plain city cluster.

5.2.3. Sentiment Cold and Hot Variations

To investigate the distribution pattern of tourist sentiment hot spots in China’s 5A
scenic areas. Firstly, we conducted a hot spot trend analysis using a spatio-temporal cube
of China’s 5A scenic areas’ comment sentiment values from 2007 to 2021 (Figure 6a). As
depicted in the graph, the tourist sentiment of China’s 5A scenic areas revealed an overall
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upward trend of hot spots, with varying upward trends for each city cluster. The Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei city cluster, Yangtze River Delta city cluster, Guanzhong Plain city cluster,
Chengdu-Chongqing city cluster and Pearl River Delta city cluster have a confidence level
of 99 percent; the Tianshan North Slope city cluster, Central Plains city cluster and Yangtze
River Middle Reaches city cluster have a confidence level of 95 percent.
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Secondly, we performed a local outlier analysis of tourist sentiment values (Figure 6b).
The high-high tourist sentiment clusters were primarily centered in the Yangtze River Delta
city cluster as well as in Yunnan and Guizhou. The clusters of low-low tourism feeling
are most prevalent in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, the northern slopes of the
Tianshan Mountains, and the west coast of the Strait. The low-high agglomeration of
tourism sentiment is primarily situated in the city cluster of the Pearl River Delta.

Finally, to investigate further the monthly variations in spatial-temporal tourist senti-
ment patterns, we categorized the tourist sentiment data by month. To produce a spatio-
temporal cube of tourist sentiment, a time step of 1 day and a distance interval of 150 km
was set for each month’s spatio-temporal cube based on the period and area of the study. In
addition, emergent spatio-temporal hot spots were monitored monthly for tourist sentiment
(Figure 7).

The data indicate that the monthly variance in tourist sentiment hot and cold spots
varies considerably by city cluster. The Yangtze River Delta city cluster is characterized
by hot-spot distributions of tourist sentiment throughout the year: intensifying hot spot,
diminishing hot spot, and persistent hot spot distributions predominate, except in October,
which has an oscillating cold spot distribution.

Cold-spot distribution predominates in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster, the Tian-
shan North Slope city cluster, the Liaoning-Zhongnan city cluster, and the West Coast city
cluster. In January, February, March and December, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster is
dominated by persistent cold spots and consecutive cold spots, in May by oscillating cold
spots, and in November by sporadic cold spots and a new cold spot. The city cluster on
the north slope of the Tianshan Mountains and the adjacent scenic areas surroundings are
predominantly persistent cold spots during January, May and August, and historical cold
spots during February, March and April. The persistent cold spot is most prevalent on the
northern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains in January, May and August.
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The distribution of cold/hot spots throughout the year varies significantly between
the Guanzhong city cluster, the Middle Yangtze River city cluster, the Chengdu-Chongqing
city cluster, the Central Plains city cluster, and the Shandong Peninsula city cluster. The
Guanzhong city cluster is predominantly a cold spot in January, February, March, May,
September and December, with the predominant patterns being consecutive cold spots and
oscillating cold spots, and a hot spot in September and November, with the predominant
pattern being consecutive hot spots. January, February, March, April, August and December
have consecutive cold spots and persistent cold spots, while March, May and October have
consecutive hot spots and oscillating cold spots. June, July and August were dominated
by hot spot distribution, with consecutive hot spot and persistent hot spots being the
predominant patterns. January, May, August, October and December have oscillating cold
spots, whereas June and July have consecutive cold spots.

Hot-spot distribution dominates the Pearl River Delta city cluster, Beibu Gulf city
cluster, Qianzhong city cluster, Dizhong city cluster and nearby scenic areas. The sentiment
patterns of the Pearl River Delta city cluster in January and February are a persistent hot
spot and a consecutive hot spot, respectively. In January, February, June and September, the
predominant sentiment pattern in the cluster of Beibu Gulf cities is consecutive hot spot.
In March, June, July, August and September, the sentiment pattern of the Qianzhong and
Dianzhong city clusters and the adjacent scenic areas is primarily consecutive hot spot.

In summary, the overall trend of tourist sentimental hot spots in China’s 5A scenic
areas was on the rise from 2007 to 2021, with considerable local differences among city
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clusters; the monthly fluctuations in tourist sentimental cold spots vary significantly among
city clusters. The Yangtze River Delta city cluster has predominantly sentimental hot spots
throughout the year; the northern China city cluster has predominantly sentimental cold
spots during the first half of the year; the central China city cluster experiences significant
intra-year variations in tourist sentimental distribution; and the southwestern China city
cluster is predominantly sentimental hot spots in June, July and August.

6. Discussions and Recommendations
6.1. Discussions

This study employs spatial analysis and sentiment analysis to examine the spatio-
temporal characteristics of tourists and tourists’ sentiments in China’s 5A scenic areas. The
primary findings are as listed below.

(1) There is a negative correlation between tourist numbers and tourist sentiment
to some extent. The Chinese National Day, known as the Golden Week of Tourism, is
right in October, and it is the most visited, but with more negative tourist sentiment. This
could be attributed to congested scenic areas affecting tourists’ experience. The problem of
overcrowding or even overloading of scenic areas can hurt tourists’ feelings, resulting in
the failure to return and loss of potential tourists, which in turn hinders the sustainable
development of high-level scenic areas as well [56,57].

(2) The spatio-temporal distribution of tourists has obvious aggregation: temporally
mainly in July, August and October, spatially mainly in the Yangtze River Delta city cluster,
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster and Guanzhong Plain city cluster [58]. In terms of time,
July and August are the summer vacation period and October is the Golden Week of
Tourism, leading to these three months being the hot spots of tourism throughout the year.
Spatially, there are relatively more 5A scenic areas in these areas, and they were created
earlier and have a certain degree of popularity. Li et al. examined the spatial structure of the
network attention of 5A scenic areas in China [59]. The network’s attention to scenic areas
might, to some extent, reflect the tourist hot spots. This study is comparable to the spatial
distribution characteristics of tourist hot spots, which are primarily spread in the Yangtze
River Delta, the ring of Tianjin and Beijing and the northern border of Sichuan, Xi’an, and
the Taihang Mountains. This suggests that the scenic areas picked by tourists visiting
China’s 5A scenic areas are more concentrated and spread predominantly in these regions.

(3) In terms of the spatio-temporal variations in tourists’ sentiment, we discovered
that: (a) the Yangtze River Delta city cluster has more sentimental hot spots throughout the
year, which may be related to its superior economic strength. The greater economic level
allows for the provision of quality scenic services, thus boosting the experience of tourists.
Gaładyk and Podhorodecka researched the association between tourist campsites and
tourism appeal in Western Australia and discovered that camping tourism is predominantly
situated in large, densely populated towns [28]. Moreover, variations in tourists’ attitudes may
be correlated with the strength of their association with area tourism structures. C. Zhang et al.
analyzed the characteristics of the spatial distribution of scenic areas in the three major city
clusters of China, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, the Yangtze River Delta and the Pearl River Delta,
and found that the Yangtze River Delta city cluster and the Pearl River Delta city cluster had
superior tourism structures and associations to the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster [60].
This is comparable to the findings of this study about the sentimental distribution of tourists:
the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta city clusters have more sentimental hot spots,
whereas the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei city cluster has more sentimental cold spots. (b) Those
in northern China have a cold spot distribution of tourist sentiment, whereas cities in
the southwest have a hot spot distribution. This may be due to regional characteristics
such as temperature and climate, with northern China having cooler temperatures and
less favorable weather than the south. Ettema et al. studied the effect of weather on
travel pleasure and found that warmer temperatures are associated with higher happiness
feelings and that weather (temperature and precipitation) is the most influential influence
on tourists’ sentiments [61]. (c) Within central China, the Guanzhong city cluster, the
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Middle Yangtze River city cluster, the Chengdu-Chongqing city cluster and the Shandong
Peninsula city cluster exhibit significant intra-year variance in tourist attitude. This may
be a result of the region’s seasonality; some city clusters have more distinct seasons, and
different seasons have varied sentimental effects on tourists. Seasonal influences play a
substantial role in slow-mode tourism satisfaction, as demonstrated by St-Louis et al.’s
findings [62]. Padilla et al.’s study on tourists’ attitudes in Chicago revealed that the season
and time of year have a substantial effect on tourist sentiment [63].

Although we have disclosed the spatio-temporal characteristics of tourists to China’s
5A scenic areas as well as the patterns of monthly variations in tourist sentiment across
urban clusters, additional research is necessary. For instance, we have not yet investigated
the primary components that affect tourist attitude, nor have we undertaken a comprehen-
sive analysis of tourist comments. Exploring the elements influencing tourist mood and
topic mining of tourist comments are therefore crucial research directions for advancing
the development of high-quality regional tourism.

Traditional studies of tourists’ emotions using questionnaire data have mostly focused
on specific questions or emotional perceptions of a particularly scenic area. Chen et al.
explored rural sound-environment management using Chinese rural tourism sentiment as
an example [64]. Cheng et al. used Jiuzhaigou as an example to study the competitiveness
of scenic areas from tourists’ perspectives [65]. Unlike our study, most of these studies
explored tourists’ emotional perceptions of specific issues, and the findings were more
specific. At present, social media data have become a hot spot for current research with its
advantages of rich data volume and low acquisition cost. However, social media data do not
replace questionnaire data [66]. Social media data are often biased and not representative
of all tourists. Since personal information, such as location and age, is kept confidential on
social media, our data do not include information about the location, age, and gender of
visitors, so it is not possible to distinguish the distribution ratio of tourist groups. Therefore,
to address this issue, we will supplement the social media data in our subsequent study to
increase the completeness of the data as much as possible.

6.2. Suggestions

The consequences of this study’s findings for regional tourism development and tourist
travel are as follows: (1) Create a dynamic plan for the management and development of
regional scenic areas. Due to the large spatio-temporal disparities in tourists’ sentiments,
tourism development plans for off-season and peak-season scenic areas are prepared
independently for scenic areas with significant seasonality to rationalize tourism resources.
(2) Reasonably expand the capacity of tourist areas in scenic areas to lessen the experience
of overcrowding, particularly during holidays, diverting tourists and reasonably arranging
tourism resources. (3) Dig deeper into the reasons for the lower tourist sentiment in city
clusters in the north and enhance investment and development of their tourism resources.
For instance, enhancing scenic areas and promoting regional features to attract tourists,
and enhancing transportation, services and other factors to improve tourists’ experience.
(4) Tourist journeys can be arranged based on the study’s findings regarding the spatio-
temporal aspects of tourist sentiment. During the summer, they may travel to southwest
China, such as Yunnan and Guizhou, to escape the heat, and to the eastern coast to play
during the winter.

7. Conclusions

This study examined the spatio-temporal distribution of tourists in 5A scenic areas in
China from 2007–2021 and digs into the spatio-temporal cold and hot variations in tourists’
sentiments while providing certain suggestions for the whole region’s tourism develop-
ment. The following main conclusions were reached: (1) The spatio-temporal distribution
of tourists has obvious aggregation; reasonable adjustment of the development focus of
tourism in each region and balanced distribution of tourists is an effective method for the
development of high-quality tourism in the whole region. (2) The number of tourists in
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scenic areas has an important impact on tourists’ experience, and it is imperative to reason-
ably control the capacity of scenic areas. (3) The monthly variation in tourists’ sentiment
varies significantly from region to region, and formulating regional tourism management
measures according to different months is an important way to improve tourism quality.
However, neither the determining variables of tourist attitude nor the specifics of tourists’
ratings are explored in this study. Exploring the factors that influence tourist mood and the
theme mining of tourist comments are, therefore, the primary directions of future research.
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